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MICHAEL DARLING One of the things that strikes me about 
your work is that I think from an outsider perspective people 
might see a certain kind of schizophrenic quality to it. One body 
of work on the surface seems quite different from the next body 
of work. Could you talk a little about that as a strategy and if 
there were other artists who have helped you arrive at that way of 
working? CALVIN MARCUS

I think the ways that I formally approach certain ideas 
tend to include a different material problem or situation every time 
I develop a body of work. I worked for Laura Owens for a few 
years and was really excited about her ability to not stay still. It 
made me realize the power in not feeling like you have to do any-
thing every single time or cultivate an audience for something that 
people are expecting you to do.  MD 

Is that a kind of rebelliousness 
or an unwillingness to be pinned down, or do you actually see it as 
a longer term approach to keeping your practice alive and keeping 
things interesting and evolving for you? CM 

The latter, absolutely. I 
think it’s a way of keeping myself invigorated. Every single time I 

have to learn how to do something. I don’t want to become a mas-
ter of anything. MD

There is a certain project-based approach that 
you have that reminds me of the way your UCLA teachers, Charles 
Ray or James Welling, work. They’ll have a new problem at hand 
and they’ll go to extensive lengths to accomplish that task. Does 
that hold any kind of water for you, learning from artists like 
that? CM

Those two examples are really good because both of those 
artists are interested in things that take an immense amount of time 
and research to do, even when there ’s some other way that you 
could get to a finished artwork much more quickly. It’s about the 
journey to carry something out. MD

In a recent body of paintings 
that you showed me, you described the lengths you went to in 
order to have oil stick paints specially fabricated to match the 
viscosity and color of Crayola crayons. I was fascinated by the 
single-mindedness of that. How much of that is important to a 
viewer looking at the work? CM

I think it’s exciting to talk about 

content on the move, popping up in different guises. It’s often in the 
overlaps that I find my forms—they are mined from the same pit. 
I guess that is why I have developed a very definite sculptural lan-
guage—materials stabilize these precarious narrative chains, even if 
only momentarily. It comes back to that notion of the impossibility 
of an autonomous image or object, I think. Maybe what I’m doing is 
building a specific vocabulary by bastardizing existing ones: creat-
ing a minor language, a material patois.

I’m always looking for images and objects that might artic-
ulate my general methodology in a more economical way—a 
recent example would be the Ball & Claw form. For me, it is a 
material phrase that has been consistently perverted throughout 
its history; a traditional Chinese motif, borrowed by 18th-cen-
tury European Orientalists for its formal qualities, resulting in 
a strange history of translation, or maybe more accurately mis-
translation... I see it as a colonized image. Most recently I used 
the form in a work titled Silk Road Community Chest, as the 
handle of a custom, hand-carved ebony and antique ivory cork-
screw (itself a form I have repeatedly returned to, as a symbol 
of physical compression and for its relationship to drinking, as 
a cartoon of the downward spiral). The work—comprised of 
the corkscrew and a receipt for a donation I made to the Hong 
Kong Community Chest—was part of a larger material allegory 
of the Grand Lisboa Casino in Macau. I see the piece as a sort of 
dramatic reenactment of a very specific event, the annual dona-
tion made to the state-run charity by the proprietor of the casi-
no, Stanley Ho, and more generally as a sort rebus for the ivory 
trade. I suppose it also illustrates another tendency in the prac-
tice: a consistent attempt to synthesize a kind of didacticism with 
something more poetic. 

CS

Are you then saying that your approach to storytelling is a byprod-
uct of your (limited or even handicapped) attention span? As an 
indirect consequence, it would seem that your work is not so much 
about diagnosing the current moment as that of the age of the non 
sequitur, but rather it seeks to function as an attempt to symbolical-
ly negotiate the innumerable non sequiturs of which our moment 
is fantastically composed, to suture them together and thus invest 
them with some measure of unlikely coherence—or if not coher-
ence, then a kind of material or Platonic legibility. 

Also, what do you mean by “a kind of didacticism”? This could 
potentially imply a number of things, the most obvious being an 
overt political impetus. OE 

You’d be right to suggest that I’m not in-
terested in diagnostics; I’m not so worried about the health of the 
“‘contemporary condition.” The distraction, handicap, volatility, 
is what fuels the work. My content is always average; it’s not hy-
per-current or on trend, nor is it completely irrelevant. I think of it 
as lukewarm; a good temperature for breeding.

And I’m not interested in didacticism so much in the political 
sense, but rather its outmoded definition, as a classical form of al-
legory. It’s another narrative model to pervert; a story hidden in 
form that instructs as it entertains. I know the term implies an ulte-
rior motive, a political agenda, but each project (each sculpture) is 
an amalgam of multiple stories, all of which come with their own 
specific moral strands. There isn’t one discernible lesson, other 
than instability. If the types of stories I return to tell me anything, 
it’s that we don’t learn anyway.

by Chris Sharp

Calvin Marcus

The devil lurks in the details, which might even be the jarring 

anthropomorphic suggestions of a plucked chicken. For 

Calvin Marcus, the devil is simply a device of introspection, a 

distortion of perspective, or a disturbance needed to get off 

the beaten track.
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series of nine paintings that took an ironic look at the self-reflective, often narcissistic nature of art-making. These identical green monochromatic paintings, all titled 
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Structure with Six Green Calvins, 2014. Courtesy: C L E A R I N G, New York/Brussels 

Previous page - me with tongue, 2015.
 Courtesy: C L E A R I N G, New York/Brussels and David Kordansky Gallery, Los Angeles. Photo: Marten Elder

“Green Calvin” installation view at C L E A R I N G, New York, 2015.
Courtesy: C L E A R I N G, New York/Brussels

Green Calvin (detail) 2014. 
Courtesy: C L E A R I N G, New York/Brussels 

Calvin Marcus‘ studio. 
Photo: Michael Darling
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the process in the context of the studio, but I’m not so sure that the 
efforts invested in having those things produced are important in 
the understanding of the work. MD

It seems that there is a tangible 
strangeness about these new paintings that feel like they might be 
from another time or feel unusual being rendered into this large 
scale. I think you have found this strange in-between space and that 
maybe this is the payoff for all the behind the scenes work you put 
into them. CM

Yes, I can’t tell if they actually look old or if they just 
evoke a strangeness from their uncanny material repertoire. There 
are things I put great effort into, like making the canvas look like a 
certain type of paper, which is really just some paper I found in a 
sketchbook. MD

I sometimes question whether the quest for novelty 
is superficial or if the job of the contemporary artist is to show us 
something new. It seems like with these different procedures and 
processes you’re also trying to find new and unchartered territory. 
CM

I feel like my job is to be searching for something that changes the 
way I look at other things. I think a lot of the processes that I engage 
with, like oil painting, are about as old as they could possibly be, but 
there ’s still a way to make them unique, like inserting yourself into it 
and shifting it into something only slightly different. MD

Do you think 
that disruption is a useful word to describe what you’re doing? 
CM

Yes. One of the things that really excited me about the paintings I 
showed at C L E A R I N G, besides the fact that they were being 
used as green projection spaces, was that they were also large-scale 
green monochromes. People always tell you that green paintings 
are the worst.  MD 

For sales?  CM

For sales. But also color-wise, they came 
from this idea of synthetic color—it’s not a landscape painting color, 
it’s actually this very synthetic green, which is also like a green screen. 
It really produced this weird, empty projection space. The true 
function of a green screen is exactly that: digital image replacement.  
MD 
And in LA it seems like that’s a very fitting ground zero to be work-
ing with. CM

Yeah, near the film industry. The way the green paint-
ings came about was initially an interest in the tradition of devil 
masks. I noticed that throughout many cultures the motif shared 
certain conventions such as the pointy horns and goatee. But when 
I looked at the way the devil is portrayed in contemporary culture I 
noticed that he/she is never really a third party; the devil is usually 
just yourself dressed up on one shoulder and yourself again as an 
angel on the other, giving advice. This seemed like proof to me that 
the devil is not a monster; it’s a warp of your own perspective and 
a distrust of yourself. The devil to me became a kind of introspec-
tion, where one goes inside and indulges. I was looking at the body 
of a plucked chicken and realized that when the legs were pointed 
up, it sort of resembled the horns of one of the devil masks that had 
inspired me. So I sculpted my own portrait within the body of a 
chicken (in clay), which grasped that visual disruption or warping, 
that to me was devilish. MD

So they are kind of, in your mind, 
self-portraits in a way? CM

Definitely. And to think about the 
chicken faces in terms of disruption, having a composition with 
something directly in the center is a no-no. So I guess that would 
be one example where I was intentionally disruptive, which is not 
so much about a “fuck you” as it is about my own sense of humor.
MD

Like investigating why these sorts of rules have been passed down 
and testing them? CM

Yes. I also wanted to create some type of con-
frontation where you’re arresting a viewer, creating an experience 
where the space in-between the paintings and the energy in the room 
is activated through insistent seriality and really intense color. 

MD

I think that leads to another question on your interest in seriality. 
It seems to me that your paintings test viewers and their capabili-
ties of studying the differences from one thing to the next. There 
is a structure that connects them all but there are all of these vari-
ations in-between. Is that what you’re after, fine-tuning people ’s 
sense of scrutiny? CM

It’s that and it’s also this desire to take over a 
venue and have it be redundant, imprinting this memory that you 
can’t really evade. There ’s something about repetition that lasts. 
It’s much harder to forget something when you have to see it ten 
times. In terms of fine-tuning, it’s asking the viewer to look at vari-
ation in a different way; all the compositions are the same, centered; 
each portrait holds a different expression. MD 

Could it also be a way 
of maintaining a certain rigor in your practice? CM

Yes.There ’s also 
a boredom that can be produced from doing the same thing over 
and over again. It’s certainly a way to launch you into something 
else, which I think is really important. MD

So do you usually stop 
when you feel like you’ve exhausted the possibilities of a project? 
CM

I do stop and move on to other things or at least start other things 
while that is still happening. It ’s not to say that the ideas are bor-
ing to me, because sometimes I’ll look at a green painting that has 
hung in my studio for a year and I’m still excited when I look at it. 
MD

It seems like you don’t shy away from challenges that then give 
you a structure or an arena around which to work. I think one area 
where I really saw this was in these new paintings you’re making 
for your upcoming exhibition at David Kordansky Gallery. Can 
you talk a little bit about the multidirectional nature of those paint-
ings and how they were made? CM

The paintings are four by eight 
foot, off-white expanses made on portrait linen. The drawings on 
them are all done with a black crayon. Even though they’re on can-
vas I want them to read as drawings. I work on them either flat on 
the ground or on a tabletop. And since I walk around the canvases 
and add to them in a circular fashion the paintings can be hung ver-
tically and horizontally and upside-down. MD

One thing I noticed is 
a real variety of different types of imagery and mark making from 
detailed and illusionistic to flat and even crude. Are you inten-
tionally trying to engineer a certain variety into each work? 
CM

I work on them in stages. I’ll make marks on one canvas and then 
cross-pollinate that drawing onto different canvases in an effort 
to make the entire room feel like one big drawing. Certain things 
sometimes end up on five different canvases. Some days I’ll draw 
in perfect perspective and other days I’ll make drawings that are 
really flat and cartoony. MD

Would it be too grandiose to say that in 
each of those you’re trying not to be limited to one language but to 
open up many possibilities for yourself and maybe even for the viewer? 
CM

I make an effort to have the paintings be as generative and open as 
possible. I think the way the canvases are prepared and the way that 
I’m moving circularly around them attempts to depict an interior 
brain space where there isn’t gravity but ideas and thoughts that are 
colliding and moving. There are certainly things that don’t line up. 
MD

And that’s fine with you? CM

Yes, because there isn’t one way to 
read the works, and there is some kind of desire in these works to 
not be pinned down to something narrative. It’s really about having 
the painting be this influx thing that finds a sort of power in being 
open, with moving parts, but at the same time is finished and precise.

by Michael Darling

me with tongue, 2015. 
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brain space where there isn’t gravity but ideas and thoughts that are 
colliding and moving. There are certainly things that don’t line up. 
MD

And that’s fine with you? CM

Yes, because there isn’t one way to 
read the works, and there is some kind of desire in these works to 
not be pinned down to something narrative. It’s really about having 
the painting be this influx thing that finds a sort of power in being 
open, with moving parts, but at the same time is finished and precise.

by Michael Darling

me with tongue, 2015. 
Courtesy: C L E A R I N G, New York/Brussels and David Kordansky Gallery, Los Angeles. Photo: Marten Elder
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